The Party is Here on Earth!
I Am Isis, Your Divine Voice. It is indeed sweet to witness the variety of paths
through which consciousness is blossoming. Even in the midst of troubles, misery and
hardships, even in the circles of power, consciousness is finding its ways. For most of
them, the battle is reaching a point where it is unsustainable and senseless, where
they are touching the deepest levels of fear and they will start to realize, whether in this
lifetime or in others to come, that it doesn’t has to be that way anymore.
However, although change is occurring at high speed, it will take some time in
your linear experience to bear the desired fruit in shared reality. And for You, the
awakened, it will give you a grand opportunity to continue to expand your own
compassion. And this compassion, or unconditional love and acceptance, is going to
become, little by little, the new support frame and the medium for all of your
experiences.
One of the last stands of old energy struggling in this evolution of your being is
accepting the human, for the alchemy for the transmutation of your own human
patterns is taking place within your own core of compassion where things are allowed
to be, free of any pressure or intention to turn those energies into anything specific,
just to allow them to release their own self-consciousness into the new.
And this is the point where you are in right now. You are transforming the whole
of your soul’s human experiences and the human nature itself from within the portion
of your consciousness that is being transmuted. You are both the alchemist and the
energy that is under transmutation, and this may feel pretty tight.
For a very long time, human imperfection has been considered as an obstacle to
reach the divine. It has been severely judged and dismissed even by many of the wise.
It has all been part of the evolution of consciousness and it is time for you to realize
that there’s nothing wrong with your human nature. In fact, it is time to fully embrace it!
All the experience of separation of masculine & feminine, light & dark, and
human & divine has rendered, in human consciousness, the perception that there are
good and bad qualities, good and bad actions, or decisions. In the past few years, you
have realized and recognized the opposite ends of the paradoxes of
masculine/feminine, and light/dark. And now, you are dealing with the last paradox of
integration: human/divine.
You are becoming increasingly aware of your perception of what you consider
divine and what you consider human. You still separate your divine tasks from your
everyday existence. Sometimes you still search for your soul as if it were separate from
you. It is not. Your soul is, to describe it in words, a mirror of you. If you feel that it is still
not with and for you, it will act as if it is not here for you.
The human that you are NOW is the leading consciousness of You. Your soul
represents and holds for you the inexhaustible wisdom and creative power of all that
you are. All the experiences that You have created for you as a human have been
created by the whole of You.
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Let’s put it this way: you created this human You to have the experience of
reuniting and transcending the paradoxes of duality we mentioned before.
And, at this point, you want so much to feel the love of your soul for the human.
But sometimes you still play the game of separation and get caught in the belief that
you have to be at a certain human point in order for your soul to come fully into you.
And this belief, as any others, contains both truth and lie. Keep this in mind: YOU ARE
THE LEADING CONSCIOUSNESS OF YOU. If you allow yourselves to bring each of the
traits and experiences, whether masculine/feminine, light/dark, and human as they
show up in your everyday human lives into your space of compassion in a very
conscious manner, you will start to become aware of the unbelievably potent,
transformational, and creative power of your divine.
So if you make an apparent mistake, or if you act with intolerance, impatience,
lack of consideration or any of the traits of you in the endless list of human
imperfections, and even if you punish yourself for being imperfect, take a moment to
breathe into that perceived imperfection and bring it into compassion. The human is
imperfect and yearns to be loved as it is.
And this is the beginning of the love of self that your soul also yearns to
experience. You are already experiencing it every time you feel compassion for you.
Every time that you beat yourself for a mistake, every time that you would like to be or
feel differently than the way you are feeling at any given NOW and you stop and
breathe in compassion and you allow yourself to accept it, your soul immediately
responds to you and loves you with that specific thing that you are accepting. And that
is happening now, and will continue to unfold as you keep on walking.
Disregard love of self as a goal. Love of self is the experience that you and your
soul are now having together. You are getting better acquainted to each other. She is
getting to know you better, and you are feeling it closer. Dare to talk to your soul, not as
a separate entity, but in the awareness of your own multiplicity.
things:

And to fully honor the human that you are, let me remind you of a couple of

You, the human, were born in forgetfulness, but yet, you have been brave
enough to subject your experience to the harshness of the Earth experience and have
allowed your divine seed to grow, despite of the anxiety, disappointment, and pain.
You, the human, have allowed the energies of your soul’s past lives into this
lifetime to let them integrate through acceptance, even if you had to deal with a
thousand voices.
When you came to your point of awakening, you felt relief and expansion and
joy, as when you reach the highest point on a roller coaster and start your way down.
You have experienced the disappointment of realizing that there was still more
to come.
You have sacrificed so many human pleasures, but the path, again, seems
sometimes to be leading nowhere. What do you have to do?
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Transcending the paradox of human/divine is the last turn of the spiral into your
becoming a Divine Human. This becoming is an ongoing experience because evolution
never ends.
So now, you find yourselves, after all that you have done, facing similar human
circumstances as when you started.
But we are here to take you out of such perception, if you let us. It is the time for
the human to realize it can align with your soul and have an unprecedented
experience.
We are here to support your human, because if you choose to stay embodied,
the party will be taking place here on Earth.
Dare to be the human that you are and to love yourself every step of the way.
There is no mission to be fulfilled or that can go wrong. Let your soul know of your
dreams, and allow it to create them with you. Allow yourself to align with your soul so
that you can create a fantastic journey together. Let the divine enjoy the human, and
also let the human you to enjoy all that you are, here and now.
It’s party time!
You are dearly loved,
I Am Isis
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